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• Quantum repeaters (QRs): An enabling technology for future quantum networks that allows efficient distribution of entanglement over long distances. 

• Main idea: first distribute and store entanglement between short segments and then to use entanglement

swapping (ES) and entanglement distillation at intermediate stations to establish entanglement at long distances.

• This work: Focuses on a scheme where entanglement distillation is achieved by using deterministic
quantum error correction codes (QECCs) [1]; Studies the performance of a QKD system that is run over a QR with three and five-qubit repetition codes
by accounting for various sources of errors in the setup; Specifies the requirements of such systems in practice for near-term implementation.

• Challenge: Simulating erroneous quantum circuits on a classical computer and obtaining the analytical form of the final entangled states after several 
nesting levels. The complexity of the analysis grows exponentially with the number of qubits involved. How to minimize the required approximations 
while still getting a rather accurate result within reasonable simulation times.

• Method: Employing a novel hybrid numerical-analytical approach that relies on the linearity of the employed quantum circuits, and the transversality
of the code employed. 

• Results: New post-selection techniques based on error detection; New efficient QKD decoders; New repeater architectures for NV-centre platforms

Motivations and Objectives 

Simple Efficient QKD Decoders

QR with Encoding on NV Centre Platforms

Quantum Repeater with Encoding
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FIG. 1: Schemat ic repeater protocol with encoding. (a) The
codeword states are locally prepared at each stat ion Si (blue

dots) and original Bell pairs are dist ributed between neigh-
boring stat ions (yellow lines); (b) The encoded Bell pairs are

generated between neighbouring stat ions; (c) The encoded
ES operat ions are performed at each intermediate stat ion si-

multaneously and thus an encoded Bell pair is established
between two end users. Based on the measurement results at

each middle node, the Pauli frame of the final entangled state
can be adjusted.

we have t ried for analyt ical calculat ion of up to the third
nest ing level and another approximat ion used for numer-
ical calculat ion of more than three nest ing levels. We
present the dependence of the secret fract ion on di↵er-
ent error parameters and find the corresponding thresh-
olds for ext ract ing a nonzero secret key rate at di↵erent
nest ing levels. In Sec. V, we consider the entanglement
generat ion rates for probabilist ic QRs and determinist ic
QRs in the absence and presence of mult iplexing, and
combine those results with the secret fract ion to get the
corresponding normalized secret key rates respect ively.
We also illust rate the parameter regions where one type
of QRs performs more efficient ly than the other. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Sec. VI I.

I I . EN COD ED QU A N T U M R EP EAT ER
SCH EM E

In this sect ion, we briefly review the encoded quantum
repeater scheme, which wasfirst int roduced by Jiang et al
in 2009 [5] and the quantum circuits designed to achieve
it . We discuss how the errors in quantum gates will a↵ect
the output state of each step and eventually the final
entangled output state after several ES nest ing levels.
In our context , we mainly use the three-qubit repet it ion
codeasan example to illust rate thewhole idea. Thesame
analyses apply for five-qubit repet it ion code as well, due
to the similar propert ies shared between them.

The protocol is depicted schemat ically in Fig. 1. In
this protocol, the first step is to prepare the codeword
states locally and dist ribute original Bell pairs between

neighbouring stat ions to be used for teleportat ion-based
cont rolled-not (CNOT) gates later. We use the three-
qubit repet it ion code to encode qubits |0i and |1i as,

|0̃i = |000i and |1̃i = |111i (1)

,respect ively. This code can fix up to one bit -flip er-
ror. Although it is not a st rong quantum error correc-
t ion code, the thorough analysis of its performance with
all errors included in its implementat ion will st ill o↵er us
an indicat ion of how the second generat ion of quantum
repeaters perform. The init ial state for the blue qubits
in each elementary link in Fig. 1(a) is |+̃ i = 1p

2
(|0̃i + |1̃i )

for the three qubits on the left , and |0̃i for the ones on
the right . The yellow links in Fig. 1(a) represent Bell
states, which have to be dist ributed in advance across
all elementary links. With the help of these Bell states,
an encoded entangled pair can eventually be obtained
by applying three pair-wise teleportat ion-based CNOT
gates (see Fig. 2) on the local encoded states and the
corresponding halves of the Bell states. This would ide-
ally create the following state in each elementary link in
Fig. 1(b):

|Φ̃+ i A ,B =
1

p
2

(|000i A |000i B + |111i A |111i B ). (2)

The second step is to perform entanglement swapping at
all intermediate stat ions. This can be achieved via three
pairwise CNOT gates followed by measurement of the
physical qubits in standard basis. The outcome is an-
nounced as two classical encoded bits at each intermedi-
ate stat ions. Since the encoded entanglement swapping
is determinist ic, all operat ions can be done simultane-
ously. In the end, according to the outcomes of interme-
diate encoded Bell measurements, the Pauli frame will
be adjusted for qubits at the endmost stat ions. Finally,
an encoded Bell pair is created between two end nodes,
which, after decoding, can be used for QKD. Next , we
int roduce the error models employed and analyze each
single step in detail.

A . Er r or m odels

Three major imperfect ions are considered in our mod-
els:
(1) I mper fect ions in ini t ial B el l st at es: the orig-
inally dist ributed entangled states, i.e., yellow links in
Fig 1(a), are not necessarily perfect ; we model them as
Werner states with fidelity F0:

⇢0 = F0|φ+ i hφ+ | +
1− F0

3
(I4 − |φ+ i hφ+ |), (3)

where |φ+ i = 1p
2
(|00i + |11i ) and I4 is a 4⇥ 4 ident ity

mat rix;
(2) Gat e imper fect ions: we employ the generic def-
init ion of imperfect two-qubit operat ions int roduced in

Objective: Distribute an encoded Bell state

Error Detection As an Effective Post-Selection Tool

Bell state: ۧȁ00 + ۧȁ11

ۧȁ000 ۧȁ000 + ۧȁ111 ۧȁ111

Encoded Bell state with 3-qubit repetition code

Encoding

Benefit: We can potentially correct for error at 
each entanglement swapping stage  

Challenge: error propagation due to imperfect 
gates (error prob ); imperfect initial states (w/ 
fidelity F0); and measurement errors (w/p )

• BBM92 protocol

• Benchmarking question: Considering typical sources of error in the system, 

what can realistically be achieved and under what conditions?

• Sources of error:

– Error in CNOT gates with prob 

– Error in single-qubit measurements, with prob 

– Error in the initial entangled states, with fidelity F0

• Figure of merit: Secret fraction (secret key rate/distributed state     )

𝑅 ≥ 1 − ℎ 𝑒𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 − ℎ(𝑒𝑏𝑖𝑡)

• Different QKD protocols possible:

– (i) You let the service provider to do all necessary corrections and just give you 

the final decoded states; the users do not know m and d

– (ii) The users know m, but not d

– (iii) The users know d, but not m

– (iv) The users know both d and m  our case of interest

• In protocol (iv), for each pair of m and d, we effectively 

post-process the corresponding data together

• Question: what values of m and d result in higher key 

rates?

• We identify three important categories of states

– Good states: when we detect no error at ES stage

– Bad states: when we detect at least one error at ES 

stage

– Golden states: When we detect no error neither at 

ES nor at decoding stage

• Key finding: In most practical cases, the secret key rate is dominated by that of the golden

states  We can use error detection, rather than error correction, as a postselection tool

[Phys. Rev. Applied 15, 044027 (2021)]

3- versus 5-qubit repetition codes at L = 1000 km

• 3-qubit codes allow for 

a wider range of 

parameters before 

losing to probabilistic 

quantum repeaters

• Symbols on graph show the 

protocol with maximum key 

rate

• Take-home message: For moderately long 

distances, we may not need complicated 

codes to get some advantage

Cavity 
enhanced 
NV centre

Protocol 1: Use local entanglement between electron 
spins of two co-located NV centres to do ES 

Protocol 2: Generate entanglement between electron 
spins of two remote NV centres to do ES 

Meas. Error = 1 E -4

Electron spin coherence time = 10 ms

Nuclear spin coherence time = 10 s

c: Spin-photon coupling efficiency; 

Protocol 4: deterministic QR with no distillation

Near-term applications in sight!
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